February 22, 2018

Special Market Comment
Dear Friends & Partners:
As a steward of your assets, considering recent market behavior, increasing communication and providing
clarity are now more crucial than ever.
While the market had solid upside today, I would not say we have seen the end of the declines. Rather
perhaps it is the beginning of the return of volatility. Remember, we have had one of the longest periods in
market history with low volatility. Volatility as illustrated by the VIX, commonly referred to as “the fear
gauge”, was far below its long-term average of 19 as we departed 2017. In fact, the VIX ended the year on
December 29, 2017 at 11.04 only to have an intra-day high of 50.04 on February 6, 2018!
It is important to remember that volatility is neither predictable nor a reason to panic. The current bull
market has featured several sell-offs since 2009. Candidly, volatility is the mother’s milk of high returns.
With higher volatility, it is crucial to maintain disciplined execution of our investment strategy. The LRT
portfolio is structured as a mix of bonds and stocks. This approach improves risk management. Historically,
there have been only three years in the last 90 where both stocks and bonds ended the year losing money:
1. 1931: The Great Depression.
2. 1941: People were still dealing with the hangover of the Great Depression and had a new worry of the
US entering World War II (and the economic repercussions that might follow), which was declared in
December ’41.
3. 1969: The last stage of a bull market – high turnover, momentum driven, performance chasing – that
ended badly. The Fed chairman at the time likened it to the exuberance of the Roaring Twenties. It
was very similar to the dot-com boom except electronics were the internet stocks of its day.
In a “normally functioning” market, stocks and bond prices have a negative correlation, thereby allowing
for the benefits of diversification. If investors are worried about the pace of the economic recovery and its
impact on corporate profitability, they would be selling stocks and buying bonds pushing yields lower.
Therefore, losses in one’s stock positions would be partially offset by gains in one’s bond positions. The
inverse happens when investors are optimistic about the economic outlook.
The negative long-term correlation between stocks and bonds allows us to dramatically improve the riskreturn ratio of the portfolio relative to a stock only portfolio. Note that I write “long-term correlation” –
over a period of a few days anomalies can and do occur. In last week’s sell-off, stocks, bonds and
commodities all declined – there were literally no safe haven asset classes. Our view remains that the
“normal” market correlations will reassert themselves. The sharp decline in bond prices, which occurred
over the past several weeks could be brief, as speculative “short” positioning in the bond market futures is
already at record levels. Moreover, US Treasuries represent exceptional value (they have higher yields)
compared to sovereign debt from other developed economies.
At LRT, we view the recent market volatility as an opportunity. As the decline occurred while corporate
fundamental and economic growth are both accelerating buoyed by recent passage of US tax reform. Simply
put, price declines in the face of improving fundamentals portends OPPORTUNITY.
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In volatile times, focusing on those aspects under our control is the basis for disciplined investment process
execution and robust performance.
From here on the frontline, expect continued increased communication and portfolio clarity as required. As
always, I welcome your questions and happy to address any topics about the LRT portfolio or my
perspectives about the markets at large.
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